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With the implementation of CBRC s(CBRC: China Banking Regulatory 
Commission ) new loans regulations referred to as "the three approaches and a 
guide", the internal and external financial regulators increasingly put emphasis on 
the use of bank credit funds complied with the credit program. So how to monitoring 
the capital flows has become an important work content for the management of bank 
credit. Therefore, it is necessary to establish an information management system to 
achieve timely and effective monitoring and warning of the flow of bank credit funds. 
Its can eliminate and resolve the risks in time, and meet the requirements of the 
external financial regulation and lean risk management. 
Based on the analysis of current banking risk management, mainly by using 
general business intelligence tool Cognos and statement integration development 
tool RIDE, this dissertation integrates existing information systems of our bank and 
enables effective monitoring, warning and controlling for loan capital flows by 
establishing an off-site monitoring system for public credit capital flows, with the 
result that the credit risk is eliminated to the extent in time. The development of this 
monitoring system is mainly divided into two parts: first, the development of 
information gathering system for public credit compliance condition, as the front end 
of the whole monitoring system, it is mainly used to record and summarize the credit 
compliance condition information of all subordinate secondary branches, which can 
be imported into off-site audit system (QAS), providing source data for monitoring 
model. Second, the development of free audit query model, it takes advantage of 
audit analysis tool within the OAS main system and can develop various audit model 
freely according to business needs. This dissertation realize the development of the 
fixed assets credit and current assets credit entrusted payment monitoring, basic 















average deposit balance and capital settlement monitoring, other counterparty 
information monitoring models. According to test on system and associated 
secondary branch s verification of issues suspected by system, the system s 
monitoring function is correct, realizing effective monitoring and warning for actual 
flow direction of credit funds and playing some active roles in eliminating risk.   
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